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Abstract 

Background Alport syndrome (AS) is the second most prevalent genetic cause of kidney failure, behind autosomal-
dominant polycystic kidney disease, affecting at least one in 5000 individuals worldwide. AS is caused by COL4A3, 
COL4A4, and COL4A5 mutations. It is characterized as three distinct disorders of type IV collagen 3/4/5 based 
on a genetic evaluation: X-linked, autosomal, and digenic. About two-thirds of AS cases are X-linked (XLAS), 15% 
are autosomal recessive (ARAS), and 20% are autosomal dominant (ADAS). The spectrum of phenotypes associated 
with AS ranges from increasing renal disease with extrarenal abnormalities to isolated hematuria. Coinherited genetic 
mutations contribute significantly to clinical severity and variability.

Methods In this study, an AS panel (COL4A3/COL4A4/COL4A5) and clinical exome sequencing (CES) were performed 
on 18 patients.

Results Nineteen specific AS mutations, including 15 novel mutations, were found in these 18 cases, which included 
17 Turkish families and 1 Syrian family. Digenic inheritance was observed in one patient, and eight coinherited genetic 
mutations were discovered.

Conclusions This research reveals many novel AS mutations and shows robust genotype–phenotype heterogeneity 
in the disease. The results expand the clinical and molecular scope of AS and clarify the ADAS and digenic AS pheno-
types, further enhancing our understanding of the complex nature of AS and its association with genetic modifiers. 
The data broaden the spectrum of AS-related gene mutations and provide new insights on genotype–phenotype 
correlations in AS.
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Background
Alport syndrome (AS) is the second most prevalent 
genetic cause of kidney failure, behind autosomal-dom-
inant polycystic kidney disease, affecting at least one 
in 5000 people [1]. AS is characterized by a spectrum 
of phenotypes, including progressive renal failure with 
extrarenal abnormalities and isolated hematuria, as well 
as ocular and auricular alterations. Atypical clinical 
symptoms include leiomyomatosis and vascular abnor-
malities [2].
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Mutations in the genes encoding alpha-3 (COL4A3), 
alpha-4 (COL4A4), and alpha-5 (COL4A5) of type 4 col-
lagen are responsible for AS [3]. About two-thirds of AS 
cases are X-linked (XLAS), 15% are autosomal reces-
sive (ARAS), and 20% are autosomal dominant (ADAS) 
[4]. Compared to patients with XLAS, ADAS patients 
develop end-stage renal disease (ESRD) at a slower rate 
and are less prone to extrarenal symptoms [5].

Type IV collagen (COL4) is the structural component 
of basement membranes (BMs) throughout the human 
body. Collagen chains are organized in the triple helix 
configurations α1α1α2, α3α4α5, and α5α5α6. These het-
erotrimers are generated by the self-association of non-
collagenous carboxy-terminal domains in each chain, 
followed by the folding of collagenous domains contain-
ing Gly-X–Y triplet repeats into triple helical structures 
[2]. The synthesis of the α3α4α5 triple helix is compro-
mised by the absence of one type IV collagen chain. 
Pathogenic variants of the genes encoding the alpha-3, 
alpha-4, and alpha-5 chains disrupt the normal collagen 
network in the BMs of the cochlea, eye, Bowman’s cap-
sule, glomerulus, and distal and collecting tubules of the 
kidney [6]. In AS, the GBM is more vulnerable to proteo-
lytic degradation, resulting in the activation of podocytes 
and endothelin receptors’ adhesion kinase, glomerular 
inflammation, tubulointerstitial fibrosis, and ESRD [7].

Clinical outcomes are classified based on the organ or 
structure affected, such as the kidney, inner ear, eyes, 
smooth muscles, and cardiovascular system. Alport syn-
drome (AS) is distinguished by hematuria, predominantly 
microscopic hematuria. Extensive hematuria is the most 
prominent sign, followed by foam in the urine. Proteinu-
ria is preceded by microalbuminuria and often presents 
in the later disease stages, indicating renal impairment. 
Thus, proteinuria is indicative of end-stage renal disease 
(ESRD). Bilateral sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) is 
often one of the first signs of AS. A significant association 
exists between the severity of SNHL and renal function 
impairment. In up to forty percent of individuals, ocular 
symptoms may precede proteinuria. Vision impairment 
is more prevalent in adults. Leiomyomatosis is a rare 
clinical sign of AS, characterized by benign smooth mus-
cle cell nodular tumors [2, 8, 9].

The proposed classification of thin basement mem-
brane nephropathy and some cases of focal seg-
mental glomerulosclerosis as AS would increase the 
number of affected persons. Specifically, the reclassifi-
cation approach identifies AS as three distinct disorders 
of type IV collagen 3/4/5 based on a genetic evaluation: 
X-linked, autosomal, and digenic [6].

Individuals with ARAS and male patients with XLAS 
generally exhibit severe disease manifestations. Due to 
the phenomenon of X inactivation, women with XLAS 

have a variable phenotype. Patients with heterozygous 
disease-causing mutations in COL4A3 or COL4A4 
exhibit a wide range of clinical symptoms, ranging from 
asymptomatic to hematuria alone or proteinuria and 
renal failure in addition to hematuria and sensorineural 
hearing loss [5].

The differential diagnosis of AS includes immunoglob-
ulin A nephropathy, thin GBM disease, medullary cystic 
disease, multi-cystic renal dysplasia, and polycystic kid-
ney disease. Thin basement membrane (TBM) disease, a 
collagen 4-associated nephropathy strongly linked to AS, 
is a critical diagnostic indicator for AS patients. The same 
genes seem to be involved in many individuals with the 
illness. Unlike AS, there are fewer extrarenal symptoms, 
the symptoms are milder, and renal damage is infrequent 
[10].

In this study, 18 individuals underwent next-generation 
sequencing to determine the significance of the ADAS 
phenotype, digenic inheritance, genetic modifiers, and 
clinical variability in AS. Our findings expand the known 
spectrum of gene mutations and provide new insights 
into genotype–phenotype correlations in AS (Table  1, 
Fig. 2).

Material and methods
Patients
Consent for the publishing of the research and any extra 
associated material was obtained from the patients who 
participated in the study or their parents. Data were gath-
ered for the 18 patients referred to our clinic (Table  1). 
Between January 2017 and December 2020, the patients 
underwent the Alport Syndrome Panel (COL4A3/
COL4A4/COL4A5) or clinical exome sequencing (CES) 
at the Ankara Central Genetic Laboratory (Turkey).

Next‑generation sequencing (NGS), interpretations, 
descriptive statistics, and graphics
The patients’ genomic DNA was extracted using the 
QIAamp DNA Blood Midi Kit (Qiagen Inc., Hilden, 
Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions 
from blood samples collected in EDTA tubes. A Nan-
oDrop 1000 spectrophotometer and Qubit 4 fluorometer 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., MA, USA) were used to 
quantify the DNA samples.

The AS panel was performed with Multiplicom 
ALPORT MASTR (Multiplicom N.V., Niel, Belgium) 
on the Illumina MiSeq (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, 
USA), and CES was performed with a Sophia Clinical 
Exome Kit (Sophia Genetics, Saint‐Sulp) on the Illumina 
NextSeq 500 (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). The 
data were analyzed using SOPHiA-DDM-v4 software 
(Sophia Genetics, Saint‐Sulp). The NGS approach has 
been configured and optimized on Sophia-DDM-v4 to 
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ensure sufficient read coverage to detect deletions and 
duplications.

The variants were filtered using the Genome Aggrega-
tion Database and our in-house database’s minor allele 

frequency threshold of 0.0005. Several pathogenic pre-
diction approaches were applied to variants using the 
VarSome and Franklin tools (Genoox). Splicing varia-
tions were analyzed with the Human Splicing Finder. 

Table 1 Demographic features and mutations of the patients

AS Alport syndrome, M male, F female, ACMG American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics, VUS variant of uncertain significance, N/A not applicable

ID Gender Age Indication AS genes AS mutations AS inheritance Mutation type ACMG 
classification of 
AS mutations

Novelty

1 F 23 Alport syndrome COL4A4 COL4A4, c.4684delT, 
p.Tyr1562Metfs*41

Heterozygous Frameshift Pathogenic Yes

2 M 12 Alport syndrome COL4A5 COL4A5, 
c.780 + 2 T > A

Hemyzygous Splicing Likely pathogenic Yes

3 F 36 Alport syndrome COL4A4 COL4A4, 
c.4485C > G, 
p.Tyr1495Ter

Heterozygous Nonsense Likely pathogenic Yes

4 F 3 Alport syndrome COL4A3 COL4A3, c.388-
1G > T

Heterozygous Splicing pathogenic No

5 F 22 Alport syndrome COL4A5 COL4A5, 
c.81 + 1G > T

Heterozygous Splicing Likely pathogenic Yes

6 F 48 Alport syndrome COL4A4 COL4A4, c.3467del, 
p.Gln1156Argfs*12

Heterozygous Frameshift Likely pathogenic Yes

7 M 29 Alport syndrome COL4A4 COL4A4, 
c.4625G > A, 
p.Trp1542Ter

Homozygous Nonsense Likely pathogenic Yes

8 M 10 Alport syndrome COL4A3 COL4A3, 
c.3664G > C, 
p.Gly1222Arg

Heterozygous Missense Likely pathogenic Yes

9 F 19 Alport syndrome COL4A4 COL4A4, c.4294A > T, 
p.Lys1432Ter

Heterozygous Nonsense Likely pathogenic Yes

10 F 44 Alport syndrome COL4A3/COL4A5 COL4A3, c.3536del, 
p.Pro1179Glnfs*42/
COL4A5, 
c.3190_3192dup, 
p.Asp1064dup

Heterozygous/
heterozygous

Frameshift Likely pathogenic/
likely pathogenic

Yes/yes

11 F 6 Alport syndrome COL4A5 COL4A5, 
c.2692A > G, 
p.Met898Val

Heterozygous Missense VUS No

12 F 35 Alport syndrome/
focal segmental 
glomerulosclerosis

COL4A4 COL4A4, c.763G > A, 
p.Gly255Arg

Heterozygous Missense VUS Yes

13 M 36 Alport syndrome/
renal failure

COL4A4 COL4A4, 
c.4805_4809del, 
p.Leu1602fs

Heterozygous Frameshift Likely pathogenic Yes

14 F 28 Alport syndrome/
short stature/Fan-
coni anemia

COL4A4 COL4A4, c.193-2del Heterozygous Splicing Likely pathogenic Yes

15 F 14 Alport syndrome COL4A3 COL4A3, 
c.4347_4353delCCG 
ACA C, 
p.Arg1450Valfs*77

Homozygous Frameshift Pathogenic No

16 F 14 Alport syndrome COL4A4 COL4A4, c.871G > A, 
p.Gly291Arg

Heterozygous Missense Likely pathogenic Yes

17 M 34 Alport syndrome COL4A3 COL4A3, 
c.3454G > C, 
p.Gly1152Arg

Heterozygous Missense Pathogenic No

18 M 17 Alport syndrome COL4A4 COL4A4, 
c.3512C > G, 
p.Ser1171Cys

Heterozygous Missense VUS Yes
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The ClinVar and Leiden Open Variation Databases were 
searched for reports on all potential disease-causing vari-
ations. Using Sanger sequencing, the potential disease-
causing mutations were validated, and their segregation 
was analyzed. In line with the American College of Medi-
cal Genetics and Genomics, variants were classified as 
pathogenic, likely pathogenic, variant of uncertain signif-
icance (VUS), likely benign, and benign [11]. Pathogenic, 
likely pathogenic, and strong VUS (supports clinical phe-
notype and no other mutations found to be responsible) 
variants were included in the research. The presence of 
two disease-causing mutations indicated a digenic inher-
itance pattern [12, 13]. Variants were classified into the 
following categories: missense, frameshift, nonsense, and 
splicing. The data were visualized with IGV 2.7.2 soft-
ware (Broad Institute). In addition, descriptive statistical 
analyses were calculated, and graphics were created with 
Python 3.10.6 (IPython 7.29.0).

Results
The mean age of the participants was 23.89 years, with a 
minimum age of 3 and a maximum of 48. There were sig-
nificantly more female participants (n = 12, 66.67%) than 
male participants (n = 6, 33%) (Fig. 1).

Eighteen specific Alport mutations were found in the 
18 cases, representing 17 Turkish families and one Syrian 
family. Two of them were homozygous (11.11%), 14 were 
heterozygous (77.77%), one was hemizygous (5.55%), and 
one was digenic inheritance (5.55%) (Table 1 and Fig. 2).

The most commonly mutated gene was COL4A4. Ten 
mutations were detected in COL4A4 (55.56%), four in 
COL4A3 (22.22%), three in COL4A5 (16.67%), and one 
in COL4A3/COL4A5 (5.56%). Recurrent or founder 
mutations or mosaicisms were not detected in the study. 
Detected pathogenic and likely pathogenic mutations 
were validated through Sanger sequencing in the patient 
and all other available family members. Fifteen muta-
tions were novel and have never been reported before. 
They belong to evolutionary highly conserved regions, 
and in silico tools showed that they are disease-causing. 
Nonsense and frameshift mutations may be predicted to 
cause nonsense-mediated mRNA decay.

The coinherited genetic mutations were detected in 
six genes. Likely pathogenic “TTC21B, c.2599C > T, 
p.Arg867Cys” mutation was heterozygous, likely 
pathogenic “SLC34A1, c.558dupC, p.Ile187Hisfs*26/
c.272_292del, p.Val91_Ala97del” and pathogenic 
“PKHD1, c.107C > T, p.Thr36Met/c.5513A > G, 
p.Tyr1838Cys” mutations were both compound heterozy-
gous, and pathogenic “FANCC, c.456 + 4A > T,” “MEFV, 
c.2080A > G, p.Met694Val,” “GJB2, c.35del, p.Gly12fs” 
mutations were homozygous.

Discussion
This article provides clinical and genetic data on 18 indi-
viduals from 17 Turkish families and 1 Syrian family with 
disease-causing mutations in COL4A3, COL4A4, and 
COL4A5 and coinherited genetic findings.

Fig. 1 Patients’ characteristics. A Bar plot showing the number of patients in terms of gender. B Boxplot showing the mean (green triangle) 
and median (black line) age of the patients in terms of gender
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AS is inherited as X-linked (XLAS), autosomal reces-
sive (ARAS), and autosomal dominant (ADAS). AS is 
characterized by impaired synthesis and deposition of 
collagen IV alpha3/4/5 networks in the BMs of the glo-
merulus, cochlea, and eye [7]. Hematuria is the most 
common symptom of AS, and males are affected more 
often than women [14]. Interestingly, we had more female 
patients, and COL4A4 was the most common mutated 
gene in our study, which differs from the literature [9].

The clinical manifestations of ADAS patients vary 
from asymptomatic to renal failure, with no associa-
tion with the causative gene or variant type. Due to the 
many phenotypes associated with ADAS, it is underdi-
agnosed in clinical practice [5, 15]. Few individuals with 
heterozygous COL4A3 or COL4A4 mutations develop 
ESRD, hearing loss, or a lamellated GBM. Hence, there 
is no consensus regarding the term ADAS. Nonetheless, 
the prognosis of patients with ADAS is not always favora-
ble, and a small but unexpected proportion of them suf-
fer renal failure. Given that most other family members 
with similar mutations maintain normal renal function 
throughout their lifetimes, there is no obvious explana-
tion for this. This discrepancy demonstrates that there 
are other causes of renal failure for these patients [16]. 
Patients with ADAS have a slower rate of progression 
to ESRD and are less likely to have extrarenal symptoms 
than patients with XLAS. ESRD and SNHL often mani-
fest in later adulthood, and ocular involvement is infre-
quent [2, 3].

Fallerini et al. [13] and Mencarelli et al. [12] proposed 
digenic inheritance in AS, which could explain the vari-
able expressivity of AS. Patients with heterozygous 

mutations in two distinct collagen IV genes suffer renal 
failure later than those with XLAS or ARAS but ear-
lier than those with ADAS [12]. In patient 10, both 
heterozygous likely pathogenic “COL4A3, c.3536del, 
p.Pro1179Glnfs*42” and “COL4A5, c.3190_3192dup, 
p.Asp1064dup” mutations were detected. Her mother 
had “COL4A5, c.3190_3192dup, p.Asp1064dup” muta-
tion, and her father had the “COL4A3, c.3536del, 
p.Pro1179Glnfs*42” mutation. The patient had pro-
teinuria, hematuria, focal segmental glomerulosclerosis 
(FSGS), interstitial fibrosis, tubular atrophy, and hyper-
tension. The COL4A3/COL4A5 combination has been 
reported with different mutations [13]. This case provides 
more evidence of digenic inheritance in AS.

Modifiers play an essential role in AS. The NPHS2, 
LAMA5, LAMB2, APO1E, CFHR5, ACTN4, PODXL, 
WT1, TRPC6, CD2AP, and INF2 genes have been 
reported to be modifiers [16]. In our study, coinherited 
genetic mutations were detected in six genes, including 
TTC21B (responsible for Nephronophthisis 12 (MIM: 
613820) autosomal dominant and recessive and Short-rib 
thoracic dysplasia 4 with or without polydactyly (MIM: 
613819), autosomal recessive), SLC34A1 (responsible for 
Fanconi renotubular syndrome 2 (MIM: 613388), autoso-
mal recessive, hypercalcemia, infantile, 2 (MIM: 616963), 
autosomal recessive, nephrolithiasis/osteoporosis, 
hypophosphatemic, 1 (MIM: 612286), autosomal domi-
nant), PKHD1 (responsible from polycystic kidney dis-
ease 4, with or without hepatic disease (MIM: 263200), 
autosomal recessive), FANCC (responsible for Fanconi 
anemia, complementation group C (MIM: 227645), auto-
somal recessive), and MEFV (responsible for familial 

Fig. 2 Spectrum of the genes and mutation types. A Pie chart showing the spectrum of the mutated genes with percentages in the study. B Bar 
plot showing the mutation types in the study
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Mediterranean fever (MIM: 134610, 249100), autosomal 
recessive and dominant), GJB2 (responsible for Deaf-
ness (MIM: 601544, 220290), autosomal dominant and 
recessive).

In Patient 1, since the COL4A4 mutation was het-
erozygous, the likely pathogenic “TTC21B, c.2599C > T, 
p.Arg867Cys” mutation may be responsible for the early 
onset of clinical symptoms and renal failure both in 
herself and her mother. Patient 4 was only three years 
old. At very early ages, hematuria with a heterozygous 
COL4A3 mutation is not expected. Likely pathogenic 
“SLC34A1, c.558dupC, p.Ile187Hisfs*26/c.272_292del, 
p.Val91_Ala97del” and pathogenic “PKHD1, c.107C > T, 
p.Thr36Met/c.5513A > G, p.Tyr1838Cys” mutations could 
be the reason patient 4 suffered from bilateral renal cysts 
and aggravated hematuria. Patient 14 had heterozy-
gous splicing COL4A4 mutation and some dysmorphic 
features. Her mother had the same COL4A4 mutation 
and had no clinical symptoms. Pathogenic homozygous 
“FANCC, c.456 + 4A > T” mutation could explain not 
only the dysmorphic features but also the finding of AS. 
Patient 15 had renal failure at a very early age. Homozy-
gous MEFV M694V mutation along with a frameshift 
homozygous COL4A3 were detected. MEFV mutation 
could explain the patient’s fever, abdominal pain attacks, 
aggravated renal failure, and AS. Although parents were 
carriers of both mutations, they had no clinical findings.

Patient 16 had hematuria starting at age six and bilat-
eral sensorineural hearing loss. She had a heterozygous 
missense COL4A4 mutation, which replaced glycine with 
arginine. It has been proposed that mutations cause dif-
ferent degrees of pathogenicity: more severe mutations, 
such as frame deletions, stop codons, and those resulting 
in chain termination, result in more severe phenotypes, 
for example, worse renal function, along with increased 
hearing and vision alterations. In contrast, missense 
mutations with glycine replacement are related to a less 
aggressive form of the disease [2]. The “GJB2, c.35del, 
p.Gly12fs” homozygous pathogenic variant led to bilat-
eral severe sensorineural hearing loss and clinical signs 
at an earlier age, which were more severe than expected. 
The parents had no clinical symptoms.

There is still some confusion about AS, including phe-
notypic variability. Patients with the same mutations 
showed different features, from mild to severe. Some 
of our patients had a more severe phenotype com-
pared to their parents or siblings, although they had the 
same mutation. Clinical variability may be attributed to 
several factors, such as different expressivity, incom-
plete penetrance, and the impact of mutant alleles on 
wild-type proteins. Other genes may be involved in the 

phenotype variability, acting as disease modifiers. The 
high familial variability suggests that genetic modifiers, 
as well as epigenetic or environmental variables, may 
play a role. Therefore, comprehensive sequencing anal-
ysis by NGS should be the primary strategy for gene 
screening in AS.

Another issue is that it is not easy to distinguish 
ADAS from ARAS. Some mutations exhibit a domi-
nant and recessive inheritance pattern, complicating our 
understanding of the genotype–phenotype correlation 
and mode of inheritance. This was also evident in our 
patients. Even after testing healthy parents and siblings, 
it was not easy to diagnose ADAS or ARAS based on 
the clinical findings. Patients with ADAS exhibit a broad 
range of clinical manifestations, from asymptomatic to 
renal failure, with no evident correlation to the causal 
gene or variant type. Due to the diverse phenotypes 
associated with ADAS, it is underdiagnosed in clinical 
practice [15, 17]. Establishing the mode of inheritance is 
critical for genetic counseling, identifying other at-risk 
family members, assessing the status of potential kidney 
donors, and for prenatal and preimplantation genetic 
diagnosis. A proper ADAS diagnosis will lead to genetic 
counseling for families, avoidance of kidney biopsies, and 
more effective treatment strategies.

The third problem is the difficulty in predicting the 
phenotype and prognosis based on mutations. Patients 
with non-functional early truncating mutations would be 
expected to have severe clinical manifestations, whereas 
missense mutations with glycine substitution are associ-
ated with a less aggressive form of the illness [2]. Accord-
ing to this presumption, most of our patients should have 
had a severe phenotype; however, they had milder phe-
notypes. The relationship between genetic abnormalities, 
disease etiology, and clinical findings remains unknown. 
Founder and recurrent mutations are not frequent in AS, 
making it harder to predict the effect of the mutations.

Conclusions
This research revealed many novel AS mutations and 
demonstrated robust genotype–phenotype heteroge-
neity in the disease. Notably, the results indicated a 
high prevalence of ADAS in patients with AS and pre-
sented empirical evidence showing that the clinical use 
of comprehensive NGS methodologies can enhance our 
understanding of the complicated forms of AS. Fifteen 
new variants were added to the growing database of 
AS-associated mutations. The identification of a num-
ber of new disease-causing mutations within diverse 
populations improves our understanding of genotype–
phenotype correlations, potentially leading to new 
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therapeutic strategies. Further functional studies are 
needed to investigate the effects of mutations on AS in 
relation to modifiers.
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